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Multidimensional Databases: Problems and SolutionsIGI Global, 2003

	The term "multidimensional data" generally refers to data in which a given fact is quantified by a set of measures, obtained by applying one more or less complex aggregative function (from count or sum to average or percent, and so on) to raw data. Such measures are...


		

Game Sound Technology and Player Interaction: Concepts and Developments (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	A phrase often used when writing about the human ability to become immersed in fantasy is “the willing suspension of disbelief” which Samuel Taylor Coleridge first coined in the early 19th Century as an argument for the fantastical in prosody and poetry. What is a computer game? At base, it is nothing more than a cheap plastic...


		

Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and DesignIGI Global, 2006

	Although the field of mixed reality has grown significantly over the last decade, there have been few published books about augmented reality, particularly the interface design aspects. Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and Design provides a foundation of the main concepts of augmented reality (AR), with a particular...






		

Information Assurance and Security Ethics in Complex Systems: Interdisciplinary PerspectivesIGI Global, 2010

	Often computers are viewed as machines that run algorithms. This view of computers covers a vast range of devices, from simple computers that perform limited and specific computations (for example, a computer found in a wristwatch) to supercomputers, which are groups of computers linked together in homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters and...


		

Enterprise Service Computing: From Concept to DeploymentIGI Global, 2006

	The developed economy is shifting from being manufacturing based to services based. Different from the traditional manufacturing business, the services business is more complicated and dynamic, and end-user driven rather than product driven. To stay competitive, an enterprise thus has to rethink its business strategies and revamp its...


		

Quality Management for IT Services: Perspectives on Business and Process PerformanceIGI Global, 2010

	In the field of IT, the markets, business activities, needs and requirements of internal and external service
	providers and customers are changing in ever-shortening cycles. This forces companies to increase their
	organizational flexibility not only as far as their structure is concerned but also with regard to established
	business...






		

Visual Analytics and Interactive Technologies: Data, Text and Web Mining Applications (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	Large volumes of data and complex problems inspire research in computing and data, text, and web
	mining. However, analyzing data is not sufficient, as it has to be presented visually with analytical capabilities,
	i.e., a chart/diagram/image illustration that enables humans to perceive, relate, and conclude
	in the knowledge discovery...


		

Machine Audition: Principles, Algorithms and Systems (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	Machine audition is the field of the study of algorithms and systems for the automatic analysis and
	understanding of sound by machine. It plays an important role in many applications, such as automatic
	audio indexing for internet searching, robust speech recognition in un-controlled natural environment,
	untethered audio communication...


		

Advanced Database Query Systems: Techniques, Applications and Technologies (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2011

	Databases are designed to support data storage, processing, and retrieval activities related to data management. The use of databases in various applications has resulted in an enormous wealth of data, which populates many types of databases around the world.


	Advanced Database Query Systems: Techniques, Applications and...






		

Knowledge-Based Intelligent System Advancements: Systemic and Cybernetic ApproachesIGI Global, 2010

	Since the first part of the twentieth century, cybernetics and systems research have been developed as
	scientific disciplines. Investigations, launched in the area of cybernetics, previously dealt with control
	and information processing. In a more narrow sense, they consisted in the consideration of analogies
	of the control and the...


		

Strategies for Knowledge Management Success: Exploring Organizational Efficacy (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	Knowledge management captures the right knowledge, to the right user, who in turn uses the knowledge to improve organizational or individual performance to increase effectiveness. Strategies for Knowledge Management Success: Exploring Organizational Efficacy collects and presents key research articles focused on identifying, defining, and...


		

Advanced Design Approaches to Emerging Software Systems: Principles, Methodologies and ToolsIGI Global, 2011

	Recently, the rapid and fundamental advances in computing technologies have been driving the role and
	scope of software systems to a new level. A number of new types of software systems are emerging,
	among which service based systems, cloud computing, pervasive computing, and Internet of Things are
	eminent examples. For these systems,...
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